
Day Two 
Peter Pan: A Boy Forever 
Part 1: Tricky phrases and words 

 Read these phrases and words out loud to your partner. 

He wants always to be a little boy 

Peter meets an ordinary girl named Wendy 

Peter flies her to the magical island of Neverland 

Peter Pan represents the innocence and magic of childhood 

and focuses on his own fun 

famous FAY | mus  

characters KAIR | ik | turz 

adventures ad | VEN | churs 

innocence IN | uh | sens 

Circle the two base words in the compounds below. The first one is done for you.

 s torybook Neverland however  

 whatever  anything forever

Decoding practice:
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Name:



Day Two                  // one minute 

Peter Pan: A Boy Forever 
Part 2: Last read             WPM ___________

Part 3: Comprehension and discu"ion

Who was your favorite book or movie character when you were younger? What 
did you like about them? 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Share your answer with your partner. Who was your partner’s favorite book or 
movie character?  

____________________________________________________________________

Peter Pan is one of the most famous storybook characters. Peter Pan is a magical boy who

never grows up. He wants “always to be a little boy and to have fun.” Peter flies around on

adventures with his friends in Neverland.

At the beginning of Peter Pan, Peter meets an ordinary girl named Wendy. Peter flies her to the 60

magical island of Neverland, where she meets Peter’s friends, the Lost Boys. Together, they 74

fight pirates and defeat Captain Hook. At the end of their adventures, Wendy takes all of the 91

children back home with her. Wendy’s parents adopt the Lost Boys, and they grow up to be 108

normal people. 110

The first story of Peter Pan was written more than 100 years ago. However, people still put on 128

the play of Peter Pan every year. There are many movies and books about Peter. There is even a 147

Peter Pan brand of peanut butter. Peter Pan is still an important character to people today. 163

For many people, Peter Pan represents the innocence and magic of childhood. Peter is cheerful 178

and free to do whatever he wants. He goes on exciting adventures with his friends. However, 194

doing only what he wants makes Peter Pan selfish. He is not responsible for anything and 210

focuses on his own fun. At the end of the book, Peter is finally alone. The other children choose 229

to grow up, but Peter remains a boy forever. 238
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